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Abstract—The use of single sideband (SSB) signals and envelope
detection is a promising approach to enable the use of economic
free-running lasers in photonic THz communications. To combat
the signal-signal beat interference (SSBI) associated with envelope
detection, broad guard bands (GBs) may be used given the large
unregulated spectrum available at THz frequencies (100 GHz – 10
THz). In this scenario, the conventional way of generating SSB
signals through a digital SSB filter (here referred to as the CSSB
scheme) would require quite high analog digital-to-analog
converter (DAC) bandwidths. Digital virtual SSB (DVSSB) and
analog virtual SSB (AVSSB) have been proposed in direct-
detection optical systems for relaxing the DAC bandwidth
requirements. In this paper, we compare the three techniques
through simulations and implement them, for the first time, in a
THz-over-fiber (ToF) system operating at 250 GHz. For the
transmission experiments we employ 5 GBd 16-QAM signals with
three different GBs (5.5 GHz, 4.75 GHz and 3.5 GHz). The
simulations show that the best performance is obtained with the
AVSSB technique, while the worst is obtained with the DVSSB
scheme, where the quality of the generated sideband degrades with
carrier-to-sideband power ratio. In the experimental
transmissions, where receiver noise was the main source of noise,
similar behavior was found between the three techniques. At the
3.5 GHz GB, however, the DVSSB exhibited a penalty of 1 dB with
respect to the other two. This is likely to be due to nonlinear
distortions caused by the increase in the virtual tone power.

Index Terms—Broadband communication, digital signal
processing, envelope detectors, microwave photonics, millimeter
wave communication, optical mixing, photonic integrated circuits,
semiconductor lasers.

I. INTRODUCTION

OR 5G mobile systems, data rates of up to 100 Gbit/s will
be required in the backhaul links of both wireless and

optical access networks [1]. Although optical fiber is likely to
be the preferred option for this type of link due to its large
bandwidth, its deployment will not always be economical, as
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for example in crowded urban areas or difficult-to-access
terrains. In this scenario, a high-speed wireless link at THz
frequencies (100 GHz – 10 THz) can be advantageous.
Compared to mm-wave systems, the large bandwidth available
at THz frequencies would allow the use of low-order
modulation formats, which require less power at the transmitter,
with important advantages in energy efficiency and health and
safety issues. On the other hand, unlike free-space optical
(FSO) communications, THz links would ensure operability
under adverse atmospheric conditions such as fog, or in the
presence of airborne particles, such as smoke or dust.

At the same time, trends indicate that optical and wireless
networks will converge to a highly-integrated network [2]. As
such, the prospect of seamless integration with fiber networks
will be a very important requirement for wireless stations in 5G
networks. In this scenario, radio-over-fiber (RoF) techniques
based on the heterodyne of two lasers in a photodiode offer a
substantial advantage over fully electronic THz emitters in
terms of system architecture simplicity and cost [3],[4]. A
drawback of photonic mixing is that the resulting wireless
signal exhibits a phase noise equal to the sum of the two laser
linewidths. To solve this problem there are two approaches: (a)
using phase noise-correlated optical tones for data carrier and
pilot tone or (b) using amplitude modulation & envelope
detection [5]–[7].

Unlike for lower radio frequencies (RFs), techniques based
on the double sideband-suppressed carrier (DSB-SC) scheme
cannot be used for THz generation given the frequency
limitation of available sources and optical modulators. Hence,
for the first approach, solutions normally rely on the generation
of an optical frequency comb and the subsequent filtering of
two comb lines [8]. This technique increases considerably the
complexity of the transmitter and requires the use of a
compensating fiber to account for the optical length mismatch
that arises when inserting an optical modulator in one of the
optical paths [9]. The second technique, on the other hand,
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enables the use of free-running lasers, which remain attractive
to internet providers because of their simplicity, low cost and
tuneability capabilities [10]. To increase the spectral efficiency
of this scheme, data can be modulated onto a RF subcarrier,
which enables the use of quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM). A further increase in optical spectral efficiency,
together with an improved tolerance to dispersion degradation,
can be achieved by suppressing one of the redundant sidebands
(i.e. by using the single sideband, SSB, modulation format)
[11]. In a recent paper, we demonstrated the phase noise
insensitivity of this scheme in a THz system using two broad-
linewidth lasers [12]. Apart from enabling the use of low cost
lasers, this scheme also relaxes the complexity of the digital
signal processing (DSP) operations aimed at recovering the
phase of the transmitted signal. Furthermore, a receiver based
on envelope detection, unlike those based on RF mixing, does
not require a local oscillator (LO), which further simplifies the
system architecture.
One of the issues with SSB envelope-detected signals is the
signal-signal beat interference (SSBI) that results from the
overlap of the direct detection (DD) terms and the signal. There
are two possible ways to mitigate the SSBI: (a) using SSBI-
cancelation DSP algorithms at the receiver and (b) allocating a
guard band (GB) between carrier and sideband. While the
Kramers-Kronig receiver is a very promising solution for DD
optical systems [13], the increased DSP associated with this
technique can be a critical factor for wireless receivers, which
have more stringent power- and cost-requirements. Moreover,
at THz frequencies, given the large unregulated spectrum (up to
70 GHz available in the window centered at 287 GHz [14]), the
use of wide GBs may be a reasonable choice. However,
considering the large data rates envisaged from THz
communications, this approach can place stringent
requirements on the analog bandwidth of the digital-to-analog
converter (DAC) used at the transmitter. In [7], the only
experiment among those listed before performed at a carrier
frequency above 100 GHz, the bandwidth of the GB was set
equal to that of the baseband signal to entirely cancel the SSBI.
Under these circumstances a DAC with an analog bandwidth of
at least 20 GHz was required to perform the transmission.

If GBs comparable to the signal bandwidth are to be a
feasible approach in THz SSB systems, it would be
advantageous, thus, to find SSB generation techniques that
relax the DAC bandwidth requirements. To do so, one can turn
to DD optical networks, where two types of techniques have
been proposed for such a purpose: the digital virtual SSB
(DVSSB) [15] and the analog virtual SSB (AVSSB) [16]. In
this paper, we demonstrate, for the first time, these two
techniques in a THz-over-fiber (ToF) system working at
250 GHz. Moreover, we compare their performance to the
conventional way of generating SSB signals through the Hilbert
transform (here referred to as conventional SSB, CSSB). This
is to the best of the authors’ knowledge the first joined
comparison of the three techniques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II,
each of the SSB signal generation techniques, as well as the
receiver DSP and the complete experimental arrangement for

THz transmission are described. In section III, the quality of the
optical signal generated by each technique is studied through
simulations. Then all techniques are experimentally
demonstrated and their BER performance is analyzed and
compared for different GBs. Finally, in section IV, we conclude
the paper by highlighting the main features and problems of
each technique.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Transmitter

In this subsection, we review the three schemes employed to
generate the THz SSB signal, namely: CSSB, DVSSB and
AVSSB. We highlight the bandwidth required by each
technique, their operation mechanism, practical
implementation issues, and how the carrier-to-sideband power
ratio (CSPR) can be adjusted in each of them. SSB signals with
low CSPR suffer from high SSBI, while high CSPR leads to
reduced signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [15]. Thus, it is important
to ensure the system always operates at the optimum CSPR
value. For each technique, three different GBs were tested:
5.5 GHz, 4.75 GHz, and 3.5 GHz. The first one was chosen to
have the same bandwidth as the baseband signal (a 5 GBd 16-
QAM signal with a root raised cosine filter roll-off factor of 0.1)
so that no SSBI was present upon detection. The 4.75 GHz and
3.5 GHz GBs were used to study the ability of each technique
to tune the CSPR to combat the SSBI (lower GBs were not
accessible due to practical limitations as will be seen next).
1) Conventional SSB (CSSB) implementation

The CSSB transmitter is shown in Fig.1. The baseband signal
is up-converted to a subcarrier frequency fSC-CSSB, which is
varied according to the desired GB. The up-converted signal is
then split into two arms with one of them passing through a
sideband filter based on the Hilbert transform. By properly
biasing an optical IQ modulator, one of the sidebands can be
removed while keeping the optical carrier, which is transmitted
along with the signal. In this case, the CSPR of the signal is
adjusted by changing the biasing points of the IQ modulator.
The total DAC bandwidth required by this technique is BW +
GB, where BW is the bandwidth of the baseband signal. For the
5.5 GHz GB, the modulator was biased close to the null point
to achieve a low CSPR. For the 4.75 GHz and 3.5 GHz GBs, on
the other hand, the biasing points were progressively tuned
towards the quadrature point to increase the CSPR.
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Fig. 1. Optical CSSB transmitter design. Insets: (A) complex spectrum of the
digital signal for fSC-CSSB = 8.25 GHz, and (B) spectrum of the resultant optical
signal (blue) with phase shifters before the electrical amplifiers and (red)
without them (resolution bandwidth of 10 MHz). ECL: external cavity laser,
PC: polarization controller, AWG: arbitrary waveform generator, PS: phase
shifters, and fSC-CSSB: subcarrier frequency. fSC-CSSB = GB + SR(1 + α)/2, where 
GB is the guard band, SR is the symbol rate and α is the roll-off factor of the 
root raised cosine filter.

The complex spectrum generated offline for the 5GBd 16
QAM signal at fSC-CSSB = 8.25 GHz is shown in Fig. 1 inset (A)
with the resultant optical spectrum for this signal shown in Fig.
1 inset (B). When the optical SSB signal is generated with this
technique, the optical sideband suppression ratio (OSSR) is
approximately equal to the extinction ratio (ER) of the IQ
modulator [17], provided the signals on both arms are
amplitude-, phase- and time-matched (i.e. there is no IQ
imbalance). In our system, there was a time delay between the
I- and Q-channels. To correct this, two phase shifters (PS) were
placed before the RF amplifiers feeding the optical modulator.
As can be seen from Fig. 1 inset (B), inserting these PSs was
key to achieve the maximum OSSR permitted by our
modulator, whose ER was measured to be 30 dB.
2) Digital virtual SSB (DVSSB) implementation

In the DVSSB technique, the tone and the baseband signal are
digitally multiplexed (see Fig. 2) and sent to an IQ modulator,
in which the I- and Q-components must be biased at the null
point to suppress the optical carrier [15]. By properly setting the
digital tone and subcarrier frequencies (fT-DVSSB and fSC-DVSSB,
respectively), the maximum frequency of the digital signal can
be reduced by a factor of 2 compared with that of CSSB (i.e.
the required DAC bandwidth is now ½ [BW + GB]). The CSPR
is set digitally by varying the amplitude of the digital tone (for
a normalized power of the complex baseband signal, A =
[10(CSPR/10)]-1/2, where A is the amplitude of the digital tone). The
digital and optical spectra for the 5.5 GHz-GB signal are shown
in Fig. 2 insets (A) and (B) respectively. As can be seen from
the blue trace in Fig. 2 inset (B), the OSSR achieved using this
technique is also around 30 dB. The peaks in Fig. 1 inset (B) at
30 dB below the virtual tone are spurious peaks generated in the
AWG.

Fig. 2. Optical DVSSB transmitter design. Inset (A) complex spectrum of the
offline digital signal for fSC-DVSSB = 2.75 GHz and fT-DVSSB = -5.5 GHz and (B)
spectrum of the resultant optical signal (resolution bandwidth of 10 MHz).
fT-DVSSB = ½[GB + SR(1 + α)] and fSC-DVSSB = GB/2, where GB is the guard band,
SR is the symbol rate and α is the roll-off factor of the root raised cosine filter. 

3) Analog virtual SSB (AVSSB) implementation
In the AVSSB scheme, the AWG is used only to generate the

baseband signal, which is then multiplexed with an RF tone in
the analog domain [16], as shown in Fig. 3. The frequency of
this tone (fT-AVSSB) is equal to the subcarrier frequency of the
CSSB technique (fSC-CSSB). Since the DAC only generates the
baseband signal, the required bandwidth is BW/2, which
compared to that of the DVSSB is a factor of two lower when
the GB and BW are the same. As in the DVSSB technique, the
IQ modulator bias points are also set at the null point. Ideally,
the CSPR is tuned by adjusting only the power from the RF
oscillator (but CSPR tuning can also be achieved by decreasing
the AWG output power).

Fig. 3. Optical AVSSB transmitter design. Inset (A) complex spectrum of the
offline digital signal, and (B) the resultant optical spectrum for fT-AVSSB = 8.25
GHz (resolution bandwidth of 10 MHz). fT-AVSSB = GB + SR(1 + α)/2, where GB
is the GB, SR is the symbol rate and α is the roll-off factor of the root raised
cosine filter.

The RF oscillator 10 MHz reference output signal was used
as the clock signal for the AWG to ensure a good phase
relationship between the data subcarrier and analog tone. The
phase shifter after the RF oscillator (PS3 in Fig. 3) was adjusted
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to provide a 90º phase shift to the RF tone. As can be seen, an
OSSR between the desired and image optical tones of around
35 dB was achieved. To achieve a good suppression, both
branches of the analog circuit must have the same amplitude
and phase response (as no data goes through, time-matching is
not as important provided the RF oscillator has sufficiently low
phase noise). To prevent the crosstalk between the I- and Q-
channels, the two branches must also be properly isolated. In
our case, using two 10 dB attenuators was found to be enough
to suppress the crosstalk.

Low pass filters (LPF) were used to prevent excessive RF
power from going into the AWG output ports. The bandwidth
of these LPFs set the minimum value of guard-band allowed by
this technique, which is the reason why the 3.5 GHz GB was
chosen as the lower bound in the comparison experiments. The
digital and optical spectra generated with this technique for fT-

AVSSB = 8.25 GHz, are shown in Fig. 3 insets (A) and (B)
respectively.

B. Receiver DSP

The DSP blocks used in the digital receiver are shown in Fig.
5. As mentioned in the introduction, one of the advantages of
DD systems is the simplicity of the DSP, since no complex
carrier frequency and phase retrieval techniques are needed. In
our case, after envelope detection the signal was resampled to
6 samples (Sa)/symbol and fed into a digital IQ demodulator.
After down-conversion, a coherent DSP routine was carried out
consisting of: matched filtering, resampling & normalization,
phase recovery and equalization. The equalizer was initialized
using the radius directed algorithm (RDE) and then switched to
a decision-directed (DD) mode equalizer. Before switching to
the DD equalizer, the Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm was applied for
phase corrections. Note that this step was only required to
compensate for a constant phase offset and a block averaging
filter of up to 600 samples in length could be used to remove
the effect of noise. This phase offset is caused by the power
ratio between the I- and Q-tones generated in each branch of the
optical IQ modulator. Its magnitude can be expressed as Δφ =
arctan [PQ/PI]1/2, where Δφ is the phase offset, and PQ,I are the
power of the I-and Q-optical tones respectively. In a practical
system, Δφ may be removed with a single-phase rotation
without the Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm to reduce digital
complexity [18]. Here, since we were constantly changing the
modulator biasing points to adjust the CSPR, the Viterbi-
Viterbi algorithm was used to avoid measuring Δφ at each
CSPR value. It is important to note that neither a frequency
offset algorithm nor differential decoding was required to
retrieve the signal. After mapping the symbols to bits, the BER
was calculated over 196608 bits (corresponding to a signal of
10 μs after removing some symbols at the beginning and the
end of the sequence) by error counting. The constellation
diagram of the received signal (for the AVSSB scheme and the
5.5 GHz GB) after normalization, RDE, Viterbi-Viterbi and DD
equalizer are shown in Fig. 5A, 5B, 5C and 5D respectively.

Fig. 4. Receiver DSP block diagram. fLO: LO frequency of the digital
demodulator (is the same as fSC-CSSB). LMS: least mean squares, EVM: error
vector magnitude.

Fig. 5. Received constellation diagram for the AVSSB scheme with the 5.5
GHz GB after (A) normalization, (B) RDE, (C) Viterbi-Viterbi and (D) DD
equalizer.

C. Experimental arrangement

The complete experimental arrangement used in the
transmission experiments is shown in Fig. 6. For digital signal
generation, four 211 de Bruijn bit sequences were mapped into
the 5 GBd 16-QAM symbols using Matlab. The digital
waveforms resultant after applying the transmitter DSP
described in Section II-A, were uploaded to an AWG
(Tektronix, AWG70001A) with an analog bandwidth of 12
GHz and operating at a sampling rate of 50 GSa/s. As shown in
Fig. 1-3, the generated waveforms were time-aligned with two
phase shifters and electronically amplified (SHF, S807 C)
before being fed to the optical modulator. On the transmitter
side, an external cavity laser (ECL) with a linewidth of 10 kHz
and a wavelength of 1549 nm was used for data modulation
(note that, although narrow-linewidth lasers were used for this
comparison, it has been demonstrated that the SSB technique
allows the use of broad-linewidth lasers with no associated
penalty [12]). The optical signal was then combined with a
second ECL with a 10-kHz linewidth and a wavelength of 1551
nm (frequency difference between the two lasers was 250
GHz). After optical amplification and filtering, the two optical
tones were fed into an unpackaged uni-travelling carrier
photodiode (UTC-PD) by means of a lensed fiber. Horn
antennas with a gain of 25 dBi were used for both transmission
and reception and placed at 0.1 m from each other. A pair of
lenses were inserted between the two antennas to increase the
collimation of the THz beam. These lenses had a diameter of 50
mm, which gives a theoretical gain of 42 dBi per lens
(according to G = (4πS)/λ2, where G is the gain, S is the area of
the lens, and λ is the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave
[19]). Due to the high directivity of THz beams, precise and
careful alignment between transmitter and receiver was
required. Although this alignment was performed manually in
this work, techniques combining beamsteering (through
scanning mirrors or phased arrays) and active tracking could
help achieving a more precise alignment and, hence, a higher
power budget in future THz systems.

A B C D
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Fig. 6. (a) Block diagram of the experimental arrangement for the transmission
of SSB THz signals and (b) block diagram of the envelope detector and point
of CSPR calculation. ED: envelope detector, VOA: variable optical attenuator,
IF: intermediate frequency, BPF: band pass filter.

On the receiver side, the signal was down-converted to a
frequency of around 11 GHz with a module (Virginia Diodes,
WR3.4SAX) consisting of a ×6 multiplier, a second harmonic
mixer (SHM), and an intermediate frequency (IF) amplifier.
After down-conversion, the IF signal was amplified again
(Microsemi AML618P3502) and then digitized in an analog-to-
digital converter (ADC) operating at 80 GSa/s. As shown in
Fig. 6, the envelope detector (ED) was implemented here in the
digital domain after ADC. This allowed us to accurately
calculate the CSPR and the total power of the transmitted SSB
signals from the recorded waveforms. The flow chart of
envelope detection together with the CSPR measurement point
are shown in Fig 6 (b). The ED consists of a brick-wall band
pass filter (BPF) to filter out the SSB signal, a squaring
operation and a brick-wall LPF to remove the second order
terms. All this was carried out at the sample rate of the ADC.

Note that the data rate presented here (20 Gbit/s) can be
scaled in the proposed THz system through optical multiplexing
techniques such as wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)
or polarization multiplexing (PM). These techniques have
already been applied to THz systems (see for instance [20]) and
are equally applicable to our system (the only difference with
[20] being that, in our case, each receiver would be formed by
an ED instead of a mixer and an LO). Currently, the main factor
preventing our system from achieving higher distances and data
rates is the available THz power. This limitation comes from
the low power emitted by the UTC-PD (which was measured to
be around -30 dBm [4]) and the fact that no THz amplifiers are
used either at the receiver or transmitter. Higher power budgets
(enabled by THz amplifiers and higher-power UTCs) combined
with optical multiplexing techniques are the two elements we

believe will allow photonic THz systems to meet future
capacity demands.

III. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS &
DISCUSSION

A. Simulation results

To determine the quality of the signal produced by each
technique simulations were carried out in Matlab. Following the
experimental configuration shown in Fig. 1-3, the digital
waveforms generated for each technique (as explained in
Section II-A) were electronically amplified, fed to an IQ
modulator and then optically amplified to a constant output
power of 4 dBm. For the AVSSB technique, before electronic
amplification, the waveform was combined with a tone and
passed through a 7 dB attenuator (emulating the insertion loss
of adaptors and cables and the intrinsic 6 dB loss of the power
combiner). The noise of the AWG was modelled as additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) whose variance was calculated
using the parameters provided in the specification sheet and
according to

2
2 (0.602 0.176)FS sim
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SNDR

V BW
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8 BW
N  
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where VFS is the full-scale voltage, BWsim and BWSNDR are the
simulation and signal-to-noise-and-distortion ratio (SNDR)
measurement bandwidths respectively, and N is the effective
number of bits. The noise generated in the electronic circuit was
estimated from the noise figure of the transmitter amplifiers (~
5 dB) by calculating their equivalent noise temperature. For the
AVSSB technique, the noise figure of the attenuator block,
which was set as its attenuation value, was also considered in
the calculation. The gain of the electronic amplifiers was
adjusted to avoid nonlinear distortions in the IQ modulator,
which was illuminated with an optical power of 5 dBm. As in
the experimental transmissions, the output of the modulator was
amplified to an optical power of 4 dBm with an EDFA. To
compute the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise, a
spontaneous factor of 1.5 was used.

Fig. 7. Optical sideband SNR versus CSPR for each technique.
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merit for the comparison and was evaluated as
2
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where X and Y are the symbols generated at the digital
transmitter and after optical amplification, respectively, and
E[.] denotes statistical expectation. Fig. 7 shows the sideband
SNR versus the CSPR for the three techniques. Assuming a
linear conversion from the electronic to the optical domain (and
neglecting the frequency response of the system), the SNR of
the sideband is independent of the GB so only the results for the
5.5 GHz GB are shown. As can be seen from this figure, the
SNR of both the AVSSB and CSSB techniques remains
constant while that of the DVSSB degrades with CSPR. This is
because, unlike in the first two schemes, the electrical power
allocated to the sideband in the DVSSB technique decreases as
the CSPR is increased. The higher SNR of the AVSSB
technique compared to that of the CSSB scheme, accounts for
the fact that the average power of the baseband waveform (i.e.
the AVSSB technique) was higher than that of the up-converted
waveform (CSSB). In the digital waveforms used in the
experiment, the difference was 1.8 dB. The lower value found
in Fig. 7 between the AVSSB and CSSB curves (~1.5 dB)
comes from the slight SNR degradation that causes the
attenuator in the AVSSB signal. Contrary to what could be
expected, this attenuation does not degrade much the quality of
the signal because of two reasons: (a) the noise from the AWG
is much higher than the noise introduced by the attenuator and
(b) even attenuated, the electrical noise dominates over ASE
noise.

It should be mentioned that, although the SNR and the
electrical power of the sideband remain constant in the AVSSB
and CSSB techniques, the power of the sideband after optical
amplification decreases with higher CSPR in all the techniques.
This accounts for the fact that the optical amplifier was operated
in a constant output power mode. Noticing this is important
because in the transmission experiments, where receiver noise
prevailed over transmitter noise, the SNR of the received
sideband decreased as the CSPR was increased. Receiver noise
was dominated by the large noise figure of the WR3.4SAX
module, whose specification value is 24 dB (corresponding to a
noise density of -150 dBm/Hz).

B. Experimental results

In the previous sub-section, the quality of the generated SSB
signal was analyzed through simulations. In this sub-section we
compare the quality of the received signals using the
experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 6. As noted before, in
the THz transmissions, the main source of noise was receiver
noise. As the power of the optical SSB signals was kept
constant, similar results can be expected between the three
techniques.

In Fig. 8, the obtained BER with each technique is shown as
function of the CSPR for the 5.5 GHz, 4.75 GHz and 3.5 GHz
GBs (at an input optical power to the UTC-PD of 12.9 dBm).
As can be seen, in all the cases, the BER reaches a minimum

for a certain CSPR value and then it degrades for both lower
and higher CSPRs. For the 4.75 GHz- and the 3.5 GHz-GB
transmissions, where the GB was less than the baseband signal
bandwidth (BW), the performance degradation at lower CSPR
values is caused by the SSBI, as noted in Fig. 8 (B) and 8 (C),
respectively. In the case of the transmission with the 5.5 GHz-
GB signal, where the GB was equal to the BW (i.e. there was
no SSBI), the BER performance deterioration at lower CSPRs
is caused by the sideband-noise beating interference [21], as
noted in Fig. 8 (A). On the other hand, at higher CSPRs, the
system becomes limited by the decrease in SNR that results
from the reduction in sideband power (as mentioned before).

In Fig. 9, the optimum CSPR as function of the normalized
GB (GB/BW) is shown for each technique. As expected the
optimum CSPR increases as the GB decreases to tackle the
increase of SSBI. As can be seen, the AVSSB technique
presents lower values of optimum CSPR for the 5.5 GHz and
4.75 GHz GBs. For a certain GB, a lower optimum value of
CSPR means the technique suffers from lower optical SNR
(OSNR) [22]. These lower values could be due to the quantized
nature of the CSPR measurements or due to a decrease in the
transmitted THz power (due to fiber-UTC PD misalignments or
polarization mismatches).

In Fig. 10, the BER curves for each GB and technique are
plotted as a function of the total received electrical power, as
measured from the recorded waveform in the ADC. The CSPR
was adjusted to match the optimum one shown in Fig. 9 and
then kept fixed over each BER-curve measurement. In Fig. 11,
the penalty at the hard-decision forward error correction (HD-
FEC) limit (BER of 3.8∙10-3) is shown as function of the
normalized GB (GB/BW).

While the absolute performance of the three schemes is very
similar for the 4.75 GHz and 5.5 GHz GBs, the penalty
substantially increases for the 3.5 GHz GB due to the increased
SSBI. In terms of relative performance, one can see that the
AVSSB exhibits a slight penalty at the 5.5 GHz and 4.75 GHz
GBs but no penalty at the 3.5 GHz GB with respect to the CSSB
technique. This penalty (which is less than 0.6 dB) could have
been caused by a non-optimum CSPR due to the reasons
discussed previously. Regarding the DVSSB technique, it can
be seen from Fig. 11 that its penalty increases progressively as
the GB is reduced, eventually reaching 1 dB at the 3.5 GHz GB.
This could seem to be due to the decrease in SNR with CSPR
associated with this technique. However, since transmitter
AWGN should not increase with CSPR (i.e. receiver noise still
dominates), this is not likely to be the cause. We rather attribute
this to nonlinear distortions (in the AWG, electronic amplifier
or optical modulator) caused by the increase in the virtual tone
power.

IV. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

The use of SSB THz signals can allow the use of low-cost
free running lasers and enable the use of simplified receivers
based on envelope detectors. Considering the large unregulated
bandwidth available at THz frequencies, the use of large GBs
may be an acceptable approach to combat the SSBI resulting
from envelope detection. In this scenario the bandwidth of
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DACs may become a major limitation to achieve the data rates
that are envisaged in future wireless communications. In this
paper we have introduced two SSB techniques that relax the
bandwidth requirements to the field of THz communications
and compared their performance against the SSB-generation
technique that uses the Hilbert transform (in this paper referred
to as CSSB). These two techniques, well established in DD
optical networks, are digital virtual (DV)-SSB and analog
virtual (AV)-SSB.

The quality of the SSB signals produced by each technique
is studied through simulations, where we measure the SNR of
the optical sideband as a function of the CSPR. We then
demonstrate end-to-end system implementations using 5 GBd
16-QAM signals (with a roll off factor of 0.1 and three different
GBs: 5.5 GHz, 4.75 GHz, and 3.5 GHz), which are transmitted
in a ToF system operating at 250 GHz. The results of the
simulations show that, unlike in the CSSB and AVSSB
schemes, the quality of the sideband generated with the DVSSB
degrades as the CSPR is increased. This is because, in this
scheme, the electrical power allocated to the sideband also
decreases with CSPR. Between the AVSSB and CSSB
techniques, the AVSSB exhibits slightly better SNR as the
average power of the baseband waveform is higher than that of
the up-converted one. In the transmission experiments, where
receiver noise dominates, similar behavior was found between
the three techniques. At the 3.5 GHz GB, however, the DVSSB
exhibited a penalty of 1 dB with respect the other two. This is
likely to be due to nonlinear distortions caused by the increase
in the virtual tone power. As a summary, the main features of
each technique, together with the main problem faced by each
of them, are summarized in Table I.

Fig. 8. BER versus CSPR for the (A) 5.5 GHz, (B) 4.75 GHz, and (C) 3.5 GHz
GBs and at an input optical power to the UTC-PD of 12.9 dBm. The normalized
GB (GB/BW) is also indicated inside the brackets.
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Fig. 9. Optimum CSPR versus normalized GB.

Fig. 10. BER versus received electrical power for the (A) 5.5 GHz, (B) 4.75
GHz, and (C) 3.5 GHz GBs. The normalized GB (GB/BW) is also indicated
inside the brackets.
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Fig. 11. Penalty (taking the lowest received electrical power yielding a BER
below the FEC limit from Fig. 9 as reference) versus normalized GB.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SSB TECHNIQUES

CSSB DVSSB AVSSB

DAC bandwidth
High

BW + GB
Medium

½ (BW + GB)
Low

BW/2

CSPR
tuning

IQ-mod.
biasing points

DSP
RF oscillator

power

IQ-mod.
biasing points

According to
desired CSPR

Null Null

DSP
complexity

High High Low

Analog
complexity

Low Low High

Main problem
High DAC
bandwidth

Reduction in
sideband SNR

with CSPR

Analog
complexity
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